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HEREAFTER
by W. Douglass Paschall, Charlie Carver, & Nancy McDonald

“There are people like Senhor José everywhere,
who fill their time, or what they believe to be their
spare time, by collecting. . . .  [U]sing their limited
powers and with no divine help, they attempt to
impose some order on the world, and for a short
while they manage it, but only as long as they are
there to defend their collection, because when the
day comes when it must be dispersed, and that day
always comes, either with their death or when the
collector grows weary, everything goes back to its
beginnings, everything returns to chaos.”

—José Saramago, All the Names

Irises, at least most of them, are resilient
plants; some are tough as nails.  They’ll take on
swamps and deserts and mountains and droughts
and deer and lawnmowers and, if given half a
chance, will spread and bloom to delight us (or
more immediately, the bees) again and again.  Yet
every one of them succumbs to challenges
eventually.  So do those who care for them.

Ours is a horticultural society that by its very
name is dedicated to the preservation of treasures
that without our help would almost certainly
eventually disappear.  That task, moreover, is
carried on by individuals and groups who are
working with limited means,
limited abilities, and limited
lifetimes.  One gardener takes up
the torch, does what he or she can
with the resources available, and
seeks allies in HIPS to coordinate
yet stronger combined efforts.

Even that is not enough, as the
garden rescues that HIPS
undertakes prove.  Those rescues
are most often emergencies,
conducted after the preservation
regimen fails.  A gardener becomes
physically challenged to tend the
collection that was amassed over
decades of diligent searching and
saving.  Or a hybridizer or collector
passes away, frequently without
sufficient warning or proper plans
for the collection’s care.  We all
have seen the outcomes.  Some

irises die quickly, from pests or drought.  Others,
not deadheaded, become adulterated with charming
but certainly different seedlings.  Some simply get
separated from their identifying labels—the pleasant
flower survives, but not its name.  It’s why so many
iris cultivars are already lost to us, and why there
needed to be an organization devoted to
preservation at all.

This is not a new phenomenon.  It has been
endemic to what growers have done since humans
first cultivated plants.  Any success we have today
we have because those before us grasped the lesson,
and took the steps, generation after generation, to
pass the torch.  The torch of passing on living plants
and seed-saving, the torch of plant lore, the torch of
collection care.

None of us wants to dwell on our mortality. 
But think of what has already been lost of our iris
heritage when steps were not taken, when
preventions against disasters were not put in place. 
Think of the example of Audrey Cottam
(1888-1960), who knew the risk.  It took five
strokes to separate her from her garden of 3,500
cultivars.  Her heirs had the generous good sense to
find a fellow iris enthusiast to try to place what she
could of the collection in equally attentive hands. 

Some of those irises undoubtedly
exist today only because of that
effort.  Now think of those who did
not have such help.  We today,
more or less healthy, need to take a
few moments to plan for the day
when we won’t be so hale.

Many of you have put years
into your iris collections.  You hold
treasures that were hard-won. 
We’ve all heard the truism: the best
way to save an iris is to share an
iris.  We can take those steps now,
every time we divide rhizomes, to
place our greatest rarities in
multiple caring hands.  But what
about entire collections?  Who else
would know their value?  Who else
would protect those irises for the
generations to come?  Has a family
member caught the bug?  If so, the
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‘George’ (P. B. Eeden, 1973), a cross between
Iris histrioides ‘S. Arnott’ and I. reticulata
                                     Jean Witt watercolor

task should be simple.  But most of us will need to
look farther: to fellow gardeners, to local iris
societies, or beyond.

For collections of common irises, or for the
common things in collections that include rarities,
the best destinations would be local: friends, the
nearest iris group, or public parks.  For rarer
cultivars, the destination should be more
specialized: someone who knows what those irises
are, what their proper cultivation entails, and how
critical their numbers have become.

A small number of collectors have stipulated
their collections are to go to botanical gardens. 
Such disposition must be worked out in advance
with that institution’s curators, who almost always
will want only a portion of what is being offered. 
As just one example, the Denver Botanic Gardens
recently were given their choice of what was in the
Lankow Collection; what they accepted was only a
fraction of the private holding.  The Presby
Memorial Iris Gardens was another beneficiary,
receiving a near-complete collection of Carol
Lankow’s introductions.  Such outcomes are
prestigious for the donor and a
delight for the institution’s
audience, and there is a
reasonable likelihood that an
institution of that significance
and experience would only take
what it anticipated it could care
for responsibly in any foreseeable
future.  Be aware, though, that
such plans are not foolproof. 
Remember Mrs. Cottam?  A
sizable portion of her collection
came to her in 1956 when the
Missouri Botanical Garden
traded its 35-year-old iris
collection for some botanical
prints.  There are more such
stories.  Institutional missions,
goals, and leaderships change.

In the past two years, two
new options have arisen as the
AIS and HIPS have both
launched new collecting
programs to preserve our iris
heritage.  The Guardian Gardens
program of HIPS is strictly
dedicated to historic rarities,
irises “of a certain age” in any

class that are on the brink of disappearing.  The
National Collections being inaugurated by the AIS
are more catholic in their coverage, seeking every
cultivar of iris that survives, in every class, of any
age historic or modern.  Both programs will be able
and interested to take on gifts of irises of which they
do not already hold sufficient number.  But those
programs, too, will require advance conversations to
determine whether, or what, items within a
proposed gift would meet their missions.   This,
indeed, happened in the case of the Lankow
Collection, as various parts of that extraordinary
whole—hundreds of rhizomes of its rarest cultivars
and several sub-collections of the iris classes the
Lankows had amassed or bred—were carefully
steered into Guardian Gardens and National
Collections sanctuaries, to thrive and increase today.
The AIS and HIPS also would be excellent choices
for any catalogues or other historic documentary
archives that should be preserved.

Most gardeners, nonetheless, will need to steer
their garden holdings to family, other collectors, or
groups, and even then it should be no surprise for

the recipients.  You will not
merely be imparting rhizomes to
someone but rather an
expectation to care for them.  It’s
an agreement with which both
parties should be comfortable.  It
is an agreement that ideally
should be in written form, to
prevent interference in its being
carried out.

The laws concerning
bequests differ from state to
state, country to country, and no
one solution fits every
circumstance.  Your estate
planner should be consulted to
determine what will achieve the
desired outcome most
effectively.  In many cases, it is
probably best not to make a
stipulation about the garden in a
will, where it could prove a
roadblock to the disposition of
other assets.  Instead, a letter of
intent, clearly conceived and
drafted, signed and witnessed,
can cover almost any situation
with greater ease, less expense,
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and less resistance.  You will need to have
conversations now—modestly awkward, frank
conversations —with anyone to whom you propose
to leave all or any part of your plant collection. 
Both parties, donor and recipients, must understand
and agree on the plans.  The conversations will
necessarily extend as well to your family, who
similarly should be aware of your proposals for the
dispersal of your collection.  The letter of intent
should not be a surprise to anyone, but a smooth
restatement of your wishes, a seamless and
comforting continuation of your touch upon the
world.

If the land upon which your garden sits will be
sold, the transfer of ownership may not fall at a time
of year conducive to digging irises.  In that case,
stipulating that the property does not include the
plants can be among the terms of the transaction. A
brief document, to be signed by the new property
owner, explaining the plans for the plants’ removal
at a more auspicious time, can forestall any

 problems for the person(s) to whom the irises are
destined to go. This is not an appealing task we
recommend.  Few among us relishes discussions of
our mortality.  But the burden on those who would
follow our path without this discussion would be
worse.  So, too, would be the disappointments of
many if your iris treasures were not preserved, as
few gardens are.  This is a discussion that has been
raised as long as gardens have existed; by having it
now, you permit the continuum of horticulture to
endure, uninterrupted.  This is the legacy we share,
this gathering around the torch.  Do not put it off. 
Hereafter, let’s see to it that our irises live on, to
delight future generations as they did ours.  a
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